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1. Introduction

Let U = denotethe population consisting of N

units and lQty,Xi,..., xp and z be the variates defined on U taking
the values yj, Xa,..., Xj,j and Zj respectively on Uj {j- ..., N), that
is, Xii^Xiiu,), i=\,...,p and zi^z{uj).

Let

N N ^ .

Y= 2 yi=NY, and Z= J] Zi=NZ.
;=i 7=1 /=!

We want to estimate Yusing information on z and^=(:'Ci,..., x^).

It is well known that in sampling designs the use of auxiliary
information increases the precision of an estimator considerably. The
auxiliary information may be used {i) at the pre-selection stage e.g.
in stratifying the population (//) at the selection stage e.g. inselecting
the units with unequal probabilities and (Hi) at the estimation stage
e.g. in forming the estimators such as ratio, regression, difference or
product estimators.

We may utilize the auxiliary information inmixed ways also; for
example, by selecting the units with probabilities proportional to a
suitable measure of size (pps), based on a variate z, and by forming
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ratio, regression, difference or product estimator using the information
on yet other auxiliary variate (s) ^ where ;c may be a vector or a
sealer.

Tnpathi (1969) presented a regression type estimator for 7 in
pps wr sampling when information on z is readily available and the
population total Zof acharacter Xis known. Also he (1970 1973)developed a unified technique of double sampling for regression
method of estimation and extended the above results to the situations:

(a) mformation on z is available but Xis not known and
(b) neither the information on z is readily available nor Xis

known. Further the author (1968) has proposed multivariate
ratio and difference estimators when information on z is
readily available and the population totals (Xi,....X^) are
known. In this paper, we develop ageneral double sampling
scheme for multivariate ratio and difference methods of
estimation and present the results for the situations similar
to (a) and (b) cited above.

Let {aj, i=i, be /^-functions of sample observations
which could be used as estimators for a population parameter 6.
Let h'=(m'j, ..., wp) be a weight vector such that

i=l

Proof of the following result is straightforward and will not be
given here.

LEMMA 1 : The bias B (d) and the mean square error (MSE)
M(d) of the estimator

/ = !

for 0, are given by

!=l
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and -

p p

M{d)= ^ Y^Wi Wk aik=wAw'
i k

respectively, where bi=E{a.i—9)

aik=E {o-i—d) (otft—e) and A={aiT^ i, k=l,..., p. A is a symmetric
positive definite matrix. The condition of positive definiteness of
A is necessary to avoid non-degeneracy of the p aj-estimators
[Tikkiwal, 1960, Lemma 2.\,p. 132].

The results in lemmas 2 and 3 below are true in general and
will not be proved here. Olkin (1958) proved them in equal
probability selection while dealing with a multivariate ratio estimator
for y.

Lemma 2 : The vector of weights which
p

minimizes M {d), subject to the restriction Swi=l, is given by
1

e=(l,..,, 1): \xp, and then the resulting bias and
MSE are given by

Bo{d)=(eA-^leA-^ e')b'
and Mo {d)=\leA-^ a'"" 1, A:=l,...,p

respectively, where is the (/, A:)th element of A-^.

Lemma 3 : Let denote the optimum A/iSEof d obtained
by using/ja's. Then

Mo (dlq) <Mo {dip) {oi q>p.

Unless otherwise stated, we shall consistently employ the following
notations:

Pj'=ZtlZ\ probability of selecting the yth unit of the population,
at each draw (7=1, iV).

N

Cixuxr^)= JP, {xulPi-Xd {x,ilPi-X„y, =YjX,
;=i

V(Xi)=Cixu Xi)=c^ (xd; V (y)=-C (y, y)=c^ 0;)
S<ft=C(x-i, Xs)/a(Xj)(T(xs) i, A:=0, where Xo denotes;'.
Ci^^C{xu Xj,)IXi Xu; C\'='Coo^Viy)IY^
Ci'=(^iX{)IXi,i=0,l,...,p.
Su=(u—Eu)IEu: delta notation, where « is a random

variable.
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•E'l (•)' ^1 (•), 0 denote the unconditional and E2 (.), Fg (.),
Ca(..) denote the conditional (given the first-phase sample) mean,
variance and covariance respectively. Symbols

A A A

Fi, Fg and C3

will denote unbiased estimators of Fj, Fa and C2 respectively.

2. A General Double Sampling Scheme for Multivariate
Difference and Ratio Methods of Estimation

To estimate Y, the general multivariate difference and ratio
estimators for any probability sampling design (psd) may be defined
by

^ - A A

and

P

(2.1)
1=1

A ^
2 Wi";, «i=( YIXi)^i (2.2)
i=\

respectively, where
A A

FandXi

are unbiased estimators of Yand Xi respectively based on any psd
and Xi's are suitably chosen constants.

The estimators due to Takkiwal (1967) and Raj (1965fl) are of
the form (2.1) and that due to Ulkin (1958) is of the form (2.2).

A A

InFa and Fjj defined above Zj's (/=l,...,p) are assumed to be

known. When Zf's are not known but could be estimated by a large
sample, rather inexpensively, we use the double sampling technique.

We select a preliminary large sample of n units at moderate
cost according to a specified sampling design and then a subsequent
small sample of m units according to a different (or same) sampling
design. The second sample may either bea subsample of the first
or independent of the first. Let be an unbiased estimator of Z,
based on the observations of the first phase sample alone and Z<(2,
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and 7(2) be the unbiased estimators of Xi and Yrespectively based on
the observations of the second phase sample mainly. That is

= £ and EY^^)=Y (2.3)
For the case of subsamples we shall further require that

(2.4)

We note that in the case of subsamples and independent samples
both,

Q (Z<,2„ Z,(u)=C2(7,,„ Z,n,)=0 (2.5)

It is well known that in two-phase sampling, for any estimators
d and d* we have that

Cov {d, Ca {d, d*) -f Ci iE,d, E^d'') (2.6)

Following results can be easily proved with the help of Lemma 1
and the statements (2.3) to (2.6).

Theoiem 1 : The multivariate difference estimator

P

(2.7)

i=\

is unbiased for T and the general expression for its variance is given
by

V (r^)=w5w', £=(M /, k=l,..., p
hik=Co\ («!, <'̂ /e)=y(Yi2))— {Cov (F(2), Xn2))—Ci (E2Yi2), Xn,))}

—Xj. {Cov (7(2), Xrci2)) —Cj (EzYi2), Xjhj^)}

+ {Cov iXii2), Xici2))—Ci (E^Xiii), Xii2))
Xn2), Z<(i))+Ci (Xici), Z/cd))} (2.8)

Corollary 1.1. If the second-phase sample is a subsample of the
first, then

Cov(a<, aft)=&,fc'=» Fi (7(i)) + £'iF2 (7(2)) —Ai^iCs (7(2), X^^)) —^kEiCz
(7(2), A'i;(2))+^jAft £iC2(A'<(g), Xjcd)) (2.9)
where 7(i)= £'27(2).

The expression in (2.8) will be used to derive the results for
independent samples.

It is to be noted that in the case of independent samples if
£•3 7(2)=7 and that is, if 7(2) and Z,(2) do not use any
information on the first phase sample, then

Cov («(. cc„)=b,„

Cov (7(2), ^1(2)) —Xa Cov (7(2), Aft(2))
Cov (Zi(2), Zj;(2))l^iXft Ci (Z<(]), Zi(j,) (2.10)
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in case of subsamples an unbiased estimator of V(Va) is given
by

(yn>)+k hc, (y<,„
A

+ (J^i(2), -3ffc(2))

A A

where Fi(.) and V2(.) are unbiased estimators of Fi(.) and V^C)
A

respectively and Q's are the unbiased estimators of Cg's.

In general, in the case of independent samples an unbiased
estimator of V (Ya) may be obtained by substituting unbiased estima
tors of the parameters in (2.8) and (2.10).

A biased estimator of Vo (Ya)=l/(eB-^ e') v/ould be given by

Vo(r,)=l/(e5-i
ik

A multivariate ratio estimator for Y would be defined as

p

(2.11)
:=1

The estimator due to Khan and Tripathi (1967) is of this form.

In our discussion for the ratio estimator we shall assume that

£ (sr,,„)' (8Z„2,)» (SZiai)" (5X„1,)1
>^0 (m~'®+''+''+''+'''/2) (2.12)

Theorem 2 : The multivariate ratio estimator Y is in general

biased. Under the assumption (2.12) it is a consistent estimator of
Y for large populations and if 1sX.ja, | <l,r,its bias is.given by

S (Tr ) === wC + 0(ffj-2) (2.13)

where C is a column vector of

Ci*-(1/Z,) [i?i{F(Z^,2,)-C: (M,2„ :r,(„)}
-Cov (7(2), Ci (E, 7,2),

and its MSB is given by . ,
M(Yj^ )=wAw'-i-0 A'=^(aif:) i, k-=l,...,p
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(iih'̂ V{Y(2))—Ri {Cov {Y(2),Xh2))—Ci ^ui))}
—-Ra-{Cov Xkli)) ^!-R/c
{Cov {Xn2), ^i;(2))—Cj (E^Xjcf^), Xi(2)) —Ci (£2X1(2)1 + C'i

(^iw, (2-14)
Corollary 2.1. In the case of subsamples

C/=(1/Zi) [RiEiV^ (X,12,)-EiC2 (7(2), X,i2,)] (2.15)

«ifc=^i(J'(i))+^iW(2,)-i?i£iC2 (F„„

-i?,ElC2 (7,2,; Z„(2)) + i?ii?,EiC2 (Ze,2„ (2.16)

For large m, so that the terms 0(m~^) may be neglected, the
optimum weights, bias and MSE may be obtained by using
Lemma 2.

Remark : From Theorems 1 and 2 we observe that

V(Ya)=Ma(Yji ) provided ^i=Jii where Ma(Y^ ) is the large sample

approximation of the MSE of In case of simple random

sampling whew Aj is a good guess of Ri based on the past experience,
Raj (1965fl) has illustrated by a numerical example that provided the
departure of from Ri is moderate the variance of difiFerence estima
tor varies a little from the large sample approximation of of
ratio estimator.

3. Double Sampling For Multivariate Ratio And Difference

Estimators With pps wr Selection

In case the population totals Xi{i=\,...,p) are unknown but the
information on z is readily available we follow the selectionprocedure
given by Raj (19656).

We select the first phase sample {Xj^-,..., 7=1,..., «, of «
units with replacement and with probabilities Pj{j=l,...,N),
based on the character z (pps wr) at moderate cost and then a subse
quent subsample m, of m units with equal probabilities
and without replacement. If the secondphasesample isto be indepen
dent of the first it is selected with/ipj wr in which j and (Xi,..., Xj)
are observed. For convenience of refefence we shall denote this
sampling procedure by D^.

n ' - N

Let Xj(i)=(l//0 ^ Xijjpi, where p,=Zj/^ z, (3.1)
;=1
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iti

Z,.,2,=(l/m) (3.2)

;=l

and

m

F(2)=(1/w) ^ yjipj (3.3)
J=1

The estimators Z.(j), Xi,2, and 7(2) obviously satisfy the condi
tions (2.3) and (2.4). The proofs of the following lemmas are easily
obtainable and will not be given here.

Lemma 4 : In the sampling scheme if the second-phase
sample is a subsample of the first, we have

(0 F,(Fa,)=(l/«)F(j)
where

n

n
n

(ii) C2(Xi(2„Z„2,)=(l/m-l/n)V ixulP-Xn^,)
y=l

{x^,lP,-Xuw)lin-\)
n

(m) F,(Zi,2,)-(l/m-l/n) ^ (Xi^lP^-XuMn-D
7=1

(iv) E]_Ci{Xu2), Xft(2))=(l//w-l///) C(Xi, xji)

(v) iXm)=(ilfn~iltt) V (Xd

m

(vO (7a,)=(I/'O^ (y^lPj-YMm-l)

A

(v/i) C2(2'i(2), A'i(2))=(l/m—1/n) —.5'j-(2))

-'•=1

(.XnilPi-X„i2))lim-l)
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m

{viii) F2(ri,a))=(l/m-l/«) ^ (XiilPi-XuMm-l)
J=1

Lemma 5 : In the sampling design Di if the second phase
sample is independent of the first, we have

(i) Cov (Xn2), Xici2i))={llni) C(Xi, Xjc)
(») K(Xi(2,)=(l/m)n*<)
(Hi) Cov (Xi(2), Xs(i))=Ci {E^Xnt), Xfc(i))=0
(/v) Cov 1^(2))= Ci (Xid), Ei I^(2))=0
(v) Cov (Xni), X]c{i))=(}ln) C{Xi, Xj^

m

(vi) C(A'i(2), 1 ixa|P^-X,^,)) (Xw/P,
;=i

—XTc(2))l(m—l)
n

(yii) ViXn2))= (Hm) V{xalPi-Xn^ifKm-1)
U :

n

(viii) Ci(Xni), ^j;(i))=(l/«) s (XijlPi—Xnx)
i=i

(xMlPj—Xuii))l(n—l)

Using the results ofsection 2 and the lemmas given above we
obtain the following results in D^.

Variance of the diflferrnce estimator would be given by

V(Ya)=wBw', B=(biu),i,k=l,...,p
where in the case of subsamples

6js=(l/m) V(y) - (1 Im- 1/h) [h C(y, xd+h C(y, x^)
-Ai Xi C(,Xi, x^)] (3.4)

with
m m

bik={m(m—\)}~^ ^ (yjlPo—Y{3)f—(\lm--lln)
J^l /=1

m

(yi|Pi-Y^2)) (x,jlPj-Xni{)+-K^ 2] ^yilPi-^w)ixb}lPi~Xun)
J=1
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m

-7^1 h ^ (3.5)
;=i

and in the case of independent samples
bik^illm) [F(:v)-Xi C(y, Xi)-\ h C(y, Xu)-\-'hi \ C{Xi, x^)]

-[•iMn)7,i'Kj,C{Xi,Xk) (3.6)
with

m m .

m

•j=l

(XijjPj Xn2)) -^jc {yilP~Y(^2)){X]tjlPj~Xmi))
j=l

m

(XijlPj Xn^{)(X]tjlP

^•=1,
it

+'^i he (XiilPj-X,a))(XkilPj~X„a))
j=l

A i • .•

where is an unbiased estimator of

Bias cf the ratio estimator F/j in Z>i is given by

, BiY^) = illm-\ln) Ywd'Oim-')
if the second sample is a subsample and by

Ywd'+ 0{m:^)
in the case of independent samples^ where

di=d -C,•oi

A sample estimate of 5(7^ ) is given by

B{Yp^) =(1/ot—1/n) wd'

;=i
m

-2 iXiijPi-Xnn) (yilPj-Y,,;).
;=1

(3.7)
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in tfie case of subsamples and is given by

BiYR)=(llm)wd'

in the case of independent samples, whereVf=7,2,/Xi(2).

Mean square error and an estimate of it are given by

)= wAw' + (3.:8)
and

A A A

miYj()=wAw',

where for the case of subsamples and independent samples a,it is
A

given by (3.4) and (3.6) respectively with \ replaced by Ri and flit is
given by (3.5) and (3.7) respectively with \ replaced by r;.

It is found that

A

E B (Yr )=Ba (Yr)+0 (m-2) and EmYR =

M,(YR)+0(m~')
where Ba{Yjfi) and Ma (Yj^) are bias and mse of Yj^ to the terms of
order m~^.

4. Double Sampling For Inclusion Probabilities and

Multivariate Difference and Ratio Estimators
; I

If the information on z is not avaiable and population totals
Xi's are also unknown [situation similar to (6) mentioned in section 1]
we select a first phase sample (zj,Xa,j= l, « of n units
with equal probabilities and without replacement and second phase
sample iy„ Xij,..., x^j), m of m units with probabilities

n

Pi=Zjl'̂ Zj (y=l,..., n) and with replacement. We denote this
J=l

sampling scheme by D^, which was first given by Raj (1964) and then
by Singh and Singh (1965).

In this case we define

m

= XdPi

;=i
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and
m

Y,,^HNInm) J y^lP, (4-1)
y=i

Following results are easily proved.

Lemma 6. In Dz the second phase sample is a subsample of
first then

(0 Vi (l/«-l/iV) S' where r,i)=£a 3^(3)= '̂

(n) Ca Xs(2,)=(iV'/mn'')J] ps ixalpj-Xin) (XidlPi-Xu,.)
7=1

n

m V, {Xu,,)={N'lmn') J pAxi}IPi-Xinf
J=l

(IV) E,C2 {Xu,u Xum)- C (x,, x,)

(v)Fi(l^,i,) = NHl/n-l/A^)

(vi) Ca (Xi(2,, C* (x,-, ;vs)

(v/0 Fa V* (x^
where

>"«=2 >-.•=«?>
;=1 ;=i

JV

;=i

m m

m(n-1) S' = 2] j'///'.- J (yelPe)ln(.m-l)
^ ;=1

A

C'iXi, {XiilPi~x,){x^ilp)-x^)l{m-\)
;=i ^
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urn A A

;c.- = (1/m) S XiilPi; V* (xd = C*(^^ Xi)
;=l

Lemma 7 : In D^, in case of independent samples we have

(i) Covr,(2,) =(!//«) 1(4--7^) C+l|
c (jCi,

(/O Cov (AT,-,2), r,a,)=Ci(B2^i,2„

{Hi) Cov Xs,„)= {Ilti-\IN) Sa

(iv) C(X<(2), Tso))- j)
m

S (Xij xjz^j)-m rzi r^j,
j=\

2-1

nz^-(.l-nlN)s^ + N(N-n)r^t r2„ s^ln

(v) cV«2), Xn,^, X^a))='NKlln-llN)
A

(vO ax,a,, X,(1,) = N' (lln-lIN) 5«

where

5,. =S [z^-Z)/(Ar_i), R2i^XilZ, cl=sllZ'
7= 1

jSj-J; "^S (XjJ X^ (Xjlj Xj^l{N 1)

_ m m _ _

r2.-=(l/»j) 2 Xiilzj,Siu= S (,Xi}-Xi){xkj-XT,)l{m—\)
/=1 7=1

_

= S (xw-*s) (z;-z)/(n-l) (4.3)
7=1

Results of the Section 2 and above lemmas yield the
following results in D^.

p P
(4.4)F(yoW S SwiWftfoift

" j=l A=1

where in the case of subsamples

(«--l)N
{N- l)nm

Viy)-^ C{y, JC<)-Aft C(y, Xs)+XiAft C(Xi, :*;fc)

+ (Nln) iN-n)s\ (4.5)
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with

ba={N^lmn-) [ V{y)-7^iC{y, C(y, Xk)+h\ C(Xi, x^) ]
+ (iV/«) (A^-«) (4.6)

and in the case of independent samples

iis=(l/»j) [F(j')-A,. C(y, Xi) + }<i^!, C(X{, Xk)-K C{y, x^) ]

(1 ~"ir) I+[(

f (/?/ A,-A^ X, R,„) Si, f (/?!* A;,-X( A, R2 ,•) S^, +X,X, 5,^]

(1/n-J/iV) (4.7)
A • '

with ba obtained by substituting unbiased estimators of various
terms in the expansion (2.8) from Lemma 7; Ri*=YIZ.

In the case of subsamples and independent samples

' (4.8)
and B{Ys) =(1/m) 11+^-1 - ll j jYwb'+O (m-^) (4.9)
respectively, where —Coi-

i

M{YR)=^wAw'+Qim-^) (4.10)

where in the case of subsample aij, is given by in (4.5) with A^
replaced by Ri while in the case of independent samples

fli&=(l/»j) [V{y)-RiC {y, x^)-Ru C{y, XT,)+RiRk C(X{, jcs)].

l+(l/«--l/Ar) C = iVn-lIN) R^R, Sa.

In the case of subsamples, for large m, a set of estimators for
bias and MSB to the terms of order (1/wj) would be

Ayr )= wg', gi=(Nlnm) (I/i) [{ylx,) V*(xd-C'' (y, Jc,)]
A

m{Yj^ )'=yifAw'

A m A A

where j=(l/m) S yjlpj and is bij, in (4.6) with replaced
A A I = 1

by (ylxi).

Henceforth we shall consider M (F^ ) to the terms of order (1//k).

+AiX,7?2;i?2.) si
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5. Optimum h, m And Resulting MSE

Let a cost function be defined as

C=ao+nCn+mCm (5.1)

where C is the total cost, a„ is over head cost and C„ and Cm are
the cost per unit in the first phase sample and the second phase
sample respectively.

Theorem 3 : The values of n and m which minimize M (Fy;)
for the case ofsubsamples in Dj for a fixed cost of the form (5.1),
are given by

iwHwyi'l [ic„yP {iwGw'cJ^''+i^Hw'c„yi'} ]

and

mo^t^C-ao) (wGw'yi'li (c„)i«{ iwGw'Cmyi'+{wHw'c„yn ]
respectively and then the resulting MSE is given by

(7^)=[((m'Giv') CmYi'+iiwHw') c,yiTIC~ao)
where H={hi]c), G=(gi?c). i,k=l, ... ,p

hi,c-=Ri C {y, Xi) i-Rj:C (y, Xj,)-RiRj, C (xu Xj^ (5.2)

and g(k^V(y) —Ri C(y,Xi)—Ric C(y, Xj^ ^-RiRjc C(Xi, Xje) (5.3)
Proof : From (3.8) and (3.4), to the terms of order (l/w) we

have

ai7c=(l'«) hih+iMni) giTc
whence M {Yjn )=(!/«) wFw'+(l/m) wGw'.

Following Cochran [(1963) p. 331] the results are easily arrived at.

For the difl"erence estimator, Ih^ and gik in above theorem will
be given by replacing Ri by

In case of independent samples, for ratio estimator we replace
hi^ in (5.2) by

hij;=RiRic C(Xj, Xjc) (5.4)

and for the the difference estimator gijc and hi^ are given by (5.3)
and (5.4) respectively with replaced by

For large 7z we may replace the terms («—l)/n and NjiN—])
by unity giving, from (4.10),

= si ^-{\lm)v/Gw'-NS^y ,
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in the case of subsaraples in the sampling scheme D^. In this
case

no^t=(C-ao)NS„ [cnV^ {{wGw'fi' cJ'^ + NSy

mo,t=(C-a,) {wGwy [cji' {{wGwy c^^"+NS,

cn'l'}]-'

(Yj{ +NS, Cn''ri(C-ao)-NS^ (5.5)
Similar results are obtained for the difference estimator in the case
of subsamples in Dg.

6. Comparison Of With Other Estimators

The following comparisons are restricted to the case of sub-
samples in the sampling scheme Di.

From (.3.8), to the terms 0(w-^),

we have

p p

i k

di^={\jm) Co='-(l/m-l/«)[So; Co Ci f Sos Q C ,

-S«C,Cs] (6.1)

From Lemma 3 it is obvious that when the optimum weights
are used,

M,{Yj,lq)<MAYRlp),

where

M(YRlq)

represents M (Yj^) when the information on the characters

Xi, Xji, Xp-h 1, , Xq

is used. In particular if

Ci=c, S„<=So; i, k = 1, ...,p (6.2)

then the optimum weights reduce to uniform weights Wi=l/p and
from (6.1)

M {Yr) =Y' [{llm-lln) (l-S)/p+(lM

-(l/m-l/«)(28oCoC-Sc^)] (6.3)

giving

M (Yr 1p)~M {Yr 1g)= r (I/m-l/«) c'' (1-8) {q-p)lqp.
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obviously, if
q>p then MiYn \ q) |p);

equality being hold when 5=1.

Theorem 4 ; Let the cost function beof the form (5.1) and the
conditions (6.2) be satisfied. The inclusion of (<?-p) more x's will
result in higher precision, that is

Miojit) (Xji 1q) < (1^? 1P)'
if

where c„j. is C„, p denoting that information on (x, x^) is being
used;

F^i=[28oCoc-Sc^-cXl-S)//)]y^ (6.5)

V^2=icl -2SoCo c+S c^+(l-5) c^lp] Y\ (6.6)
Proof:

From (6.3),

MiYjilp)^{lln) F^a.

Following Cochran [(1963), p. 331], using optimum mand n
we get

{J)r 1p)-'mi C„,y"]'l (C-ao) (6.7)
Noting that

since only .v is measured on the subsample,
we have that

M^ovt) {Yji 1q)^ Mio^t) {Yr 1p)
if

(F,2 CmYP +(V,^ C„,YI' ^ (F,2 CmY" HVvl CnpY'̂
which reduces to (6.4).

Double Sampling Versus Single Sampling:

If all resources are devoted to a single sample with equal proba
bilities, a simple cost function would be

C=flo+Ws C„, (6-8)
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where the symbols C and oo are defined in (5.1), being the cost
per unit spent in observing the required character The size of this
single sample would be_w,=(C-ao)/C™. We may then form the
simple estimator 76(1=; and since information on z is readily
available, assuming the population total Z to be known we may form
ratio estimator :

YReq =(y/S) Z
and

regression estimator :

Yraeo^Ny-b {Nz-Z).
where y and z are the simple random means and b is the sample
regression coefficient of y on z.

For sample size ms=iC—ao)IC,n

V(YJ =N'sl K=C,„ K/(C-a,) (6.9)
where

N

Vs=N, =^ (y,-YmN-l).
Similarly assuming the cost perunit of observing z negligible

we have that for large samples,

V(.Yjieq)-=i\jms) Vrai= Cm VrJ{C-ao) (6.10)
and

where

and

y (Yraeo) —(l/'̂ s) Vreg —Cm VrealiC—ao) (6.11)

Vrat=N'^ si +(Ylzr si -KJIZ) S,]

(Cochran : 1963).

Theorem 5 : Let the cost function be of the form (5.1). The
procedure of double sampling for multivariate ratio method of
estimation with pps selection gives a smaller variance than the simple
random sampling and ratio and regression methods of estimation in
single-phase sampling with equal probability selection

if
(cwc„) > (vm [1 -iv,ivyiY% v,<v (6.12)
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where

V^V.,V=Vrat
and

V=Vrcg respectively;
and

Vi'='wHw' and V2=wGw'

are defined in the Theorem 3.

Proof : From the Theorem 3,

{Yji ^=[(^2 CmYi'+{V, C„yi'ri{C-ao) (6.13)

From (6.12)

(c,nicnyi'>{vjvyi'- [i+vjvyn {i-vjvy^ (6.i4)

obviously

icjc„yi' >-(v.ivyi' [i-{vjvyi']iii-v,iv) (6.i5)

is always true. From (6.14) and (6.15)

(CWC„)1/^ xvjvyr-' [(v^ivyi'i^iy^i-vjv)

= [2(Fi V,IV'yi'±{4 {V, F,/F)-4(1~F,/F)
i-V,IV)V"]l2H-V2lV)

which imples (with V2<V) that

(C™/C„) (l-KIV)~2 {(Fi F,/n (C„>IC„)VP-V,IV>0

or

Cm>(iiv)[iv,c„,y"+iv,CnyiT (6.16)
For

F=Fs, (6.16) implies
that

Muvt) (Yr )< V(¥,,)
where

V (Ytg) is defined by (6.9).

Similarly for ...

• • V=^VratandV'=Vre„,
(6.16) implies that -

^iovt) {Yr)<\J {Y^gq)
and

M{ovt) (Yji )<\/(yrgeQ) respectively.
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This proves the Theorem.

Further, since the information on z is readily available we may
devote all resources to have a single sample selected withtheprobabili-

N

ties Pj, 1 P}=1, based on the character zand with replacement
j

m,

and may consider a simple estimator Y'
}=\

Using (6.8) the variance of this estimator would be
V(rj„s)=(l/'Jis) Viy)=c,n' V{y)liC-ao) (6.17)

where CJ is per unit cost in this case. Comparing (6.13) with (6.17)
we observe that

Mioit) V(F hps)

if

C'„ > [IIV(y)] [(Ka c„)^/H(Fi c„yi^^

In the sampling scheme anunbiased and consistent estimator
for Y given by Raj (1964) is

n n

Yd •=iNlnm) ^ yjlPi, ^
7=1 7=1

In the case of subsamples

V(y=(!/«) i''
N(n-1) ^2 ^ (N-Jt) ^

/(iV-l)m 0"^ iV
From (4.10), in the case of subsamples

P P

K(I'̂ )=(l/n) Y^ Wi Wjc dih
i k

(6.18)

, {n-\)N
"ik- ^N-l)m L Co^ —Soi cq Cj—SosCo C/j+Sjs Ci Cjc

N-n 2

N y
C (6-19)

where

Cy =s]it.
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Under the uniform weighting conditions (6.2),
(n-\)NM {Yj^)={Y'lpn)

cco

_ {N-\)m CMl- ^)\P
/ 2

N-n 2 1

N y

From (6.18) and (6.20) it follows that,

V(Y^)

iff

So Co [c {1 + S (p-])}]-! >1/2 (6.21)
the condition (6.21) reduces to S > ]/(/;+ 1)
if

Sq=S and co=c.

Further from (6.20) we observe that

M(r„ IJ,)-M (Yj, 1,)=y> c (t -8)

(6.22)
By (5.5) it follows that (F^ 1 (7^ [p)
if

[(c«,) '̂̂ -(C„^)i/^]C^-i/2 ^ [(wG^ wyi^-(wG, w'yP]lNSy. (6.23)

Summary

The problem considered is to estimate Y, the population total
ofa character in case the units are to be selected with probabili
ties proportional to a suitable measure ofsize and with replacement
(pps wr) and the information on yet a /^-dimensional vector x~
(^1, •••, :x:j,) of auxiliary characters is to be used to form multivariate
difference type and ratio-type estimators. Ageneral double sampling
scheme is developed for multivariate difference and ratio-type esti
mators and then the general results are used to derive mean and
mean square errors of these estimators in two particular sampling
schemes. Expressions for optimum sizes of first phase and second
phase samples and the resulting optimum mean square errors are
obtained and comparison of our estimators is made with other
estimators.
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